The change of the volume associated with the acidification of sodium-molybdate-solutions was continuously controlled by dilatometric titrations. Various isopolymolybdates have been identified. 
Combination of forms of W03 , Periodic Bond Chain (PBC) Vector Method, Crystallographic Shear (CS) Structures By using the Periodic Bond Chain Vector method a newly prepared combination of forms of highly stoichiometric W03 is discussed. Through the consideration of the features of the structure it can be explained, why the observed faces are built. From characteristics of the structure an improved understanding of the origin of so called shear structures of the Re03 type family could be derived. 
Lasting interest in preparing and

Experimental Background
The crystal structure of the monoclinic room temperature modification of W03 was lastly determined by LOOPSTRA and BOLDRINI 4 by neutron diffraction and refined by LOOPSTRA and RIETVELD 5 . The structure can be described -as already known before -as a distorted Re03-structure with corner-sharing W06-octahedra. The projection of the unit cell along [010] is shown in Fig. 1 * In the nomenclature of the PBC-method, d/lkl is used for the representation of the period with which the surface energy is repeated (or nearly so in the case of pseudo periods). In the case of layer growth, dhkl is the thickness of the elementary growth layer.
